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In the past years, Knowledge-Based Question Answering
(KBQA), which aims to answer natural language questions
using facts in a knowledge base, has been well developed.
Existing approaches often assume a static knowledge base.
However, the knowledge is evolving over time in the real
world. If we directly apply a fine-tuning strategy on an evolv-
ing knowledge base, it will suffer from a serious catastrophic
forgetting problem. In this paper, we propose a new incre-
mental KBQA learning framework that can progressively ex-
pand learning capacity as humans do. Specifically, it com-
prises a margin-distilled loss and a collaborative exemplar
selection method, to overcome the catastrophic forgetting
problem by taking advantage of knowledge distillation. We
reorganize the SimpleQuestion dataset to evaluate the pro-
posed incremental learning solution to KBQA. The compre-
hensive experiments demonstrate its effectiveness and effi-
ciency when working with the evolving knowledge base.
Introduction
Knowledge bases, such as DBpedia1, Freebase2, and Wiki-
Data3, contain a large amount of facts about the real world.
These facts are commonly represented as triples and each
triple is in the form of (s, r, o), where s, r and o represent
the subject, the relation and the object, respectively. The task
of Knowledge-Based Question Answering (KBQA) aims to
answer the questions presented in natural language using the
relevant facts available in a knowledge base.
KBQA is an area well developed in the past years.
The state-of-the-art research solution is to develop neural
network-based models to learn the semantic similarity be-
tween a given question and the candidate facts in a knowl-
edge base. A typical neural network-based KBQA model of-
ten involves two fundamental question analysis steps, i.e.,
entity linking and fact selection. First, the entity in the ques-
tion is identified and linked it to its corresponding entities
in the knowledge base so that only a small subset of facts
remains as candidates. Then, the answer to the question is
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extracted from the candidate fact that best matches the ques-
tion. Essentially, the KBQA task is deemed as the matching
problem with such models.
The current KBQA models all assume the static knowl-
edge base, i.e., once the knowledge is acquired, it no longer
changes. However, in the real world, the knowledge base is
evolving over time while the new entities and relations are
constantly added into it4. There have been some work ex-
ploring evolving KBs for link prediction and knowledge rea-
sonin (Garcia-Duran, Dumančić, and Niepert 2018; Trivedi
et al. 2017). In question answering, when KB evolves, the
questions related to the new knowledge should be readily an-
swered, as illustrated in Figure 1. However, it is difficult for
a typical KBQA model to answer these questions because
it has no ability to detect the relations that are not available
in training (Wu et al. 2019). To answer these questions, we
can certainly re-train a new robust KBQA model over the
entire data once the additional KB knowledge comes. Un-
fortunately, this is often impractical limited by the memory
and computation resources, because it must rerun the model
over the entire huge data even when the KB changes a lit-
tle. Alternatively, it might be a better choice to fine-tune the
parameters of the existing model with the new KB knowl-
edge. However, when the model is fine-tuned using the new
coming entities and relations alone, it will suffer from the
serious problem of catastrophic forgetting (McCloskey and
Cohen 1989). Since fine-turning focuses more on the new
KB knowledge, when the model learns to apply the new
knowledge, it will get to forget about what it has learned
before and its ability to apply the old KB knowledge more
or less diminishes. Therefore, how to develop a more intel-
ligent QA model that can gradually expand its capacity and
continually learn new knowledge while still preserving ex-
isting knowledge in maximum is a big challenge. To the best
of my knowledge, this problem has not yet been explored in
the KBQA area.
We cast the aforementioned problem caused by knowl-
edge base evolvement into an incremental KBQA task. In-
cremental learning is critical to the problems where the data
comes in a stream form (He et al. 2011) and only a hand-
4For example, in the ICEWS05-15 dataset, which contains
461,329 events and their corresponding timestamps occurred dur-
ing 2005-2015, there are in average about 3% new types of rela-
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Figure 1: Illustration of the evolving knowledge base, where new relations and entities are supplemented constantly over time.
ful of them, called exemplars could be carried over to the
subsequent time steps. Intuitively it is worth for us to draw
lessons from it. Unfortunately, previous incremental learn-
ing approaches are mainly developed for classification (Zhu
et al. 2018) and it is infeasible to directly apply those suc-
cessful incremental classification approaches to incremental
KBQA. Recall that KBQA is essentially a matching prob-
lem. Building an incremental KBQA model is challenging
because of the following reasons. First, compared with clas-
sification, KBQA is more complex. Given that questions, en-
tities and relations all carry the semantic information, the en-
tities/relations are often explicitly or implicitly inter-related
in the organized knowledge base. Second, unlike classifica-
tion which takes a single data sample as the input to de-
cide the most probable class label, KBQA heavily relies on
matching techniques and has to tackle multiple inputs in-
cluding questions, entities and relations. Besides, incremen-
tal classification needs to grow the model parameters when
new classes are added in, whereas KBQA does not. It is nec-
essary to design a new incremental learning framework for
KBQA. Third, since incremental KBQA is a new task, it is
essential to design an appropriate dataset to evaluate the in-
cremental learning abilities of models.
In this paper, we present a compressive study on the in-
cremental learning problem in KBQA. Our contributions are
summarized as follows:
1. We innovatively define a new task, namely incremental
KBQA and design an incremental KBQA dataset to evaluate
the continuous learning ability of models.
2. We propose an incremental KBQA framework, takes
the advantage of knowledge distillation to preserve utmost
already-obtained machine knowledge when learning new
knowledge for the matching problem.
3. We propose a novel exemplar selection technique,
called collaborative exemplar selection, which considers the
semantic relationships among the relations in the knowledge
base when selecting representative samples from previous
time steps to assist the training of the incremental model.
4. The experiments demonstrate that our proposed frame-
work works well with the evolving knowledge base and al-
leviates the catastrophic forgetting problem effectively. And
we will release the dataset and codes of this work.
Related Work
KBQA
The previous KBQA models can be roughly divided into two
categories., i.e., semantic parsing based (Yih, He, and Meek
2014; Reddy, Lapata, and Steedman 2014; Xu et al. 2018)
and information retrieval based (Bordes et al. 2015; Dong
et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016). To be more specific, the for-
mer models focus on mapping a question to its formal logi-
cal form to query on a KB. In contrast, the latter ones focus
to measure the semantic similarity between the question text
and the fact triples in a KB. Our work belongs to the latter
line of study.
Recent years have witnessed the well development of
information retrieval-based methods. For example, (Dong
et al. 2015) used multi-column convolutional neural net-
works (MCCNNs) to embed text without using any manual
features and vocabularies. (Zhang et al. 2016) introduced
the attention mechanism to solve the matching problem at
the character level. Recently, multi-hop question answering
has attracted considerable attention (Zhang et al. 2018; Lin,
Socher, and Xiong 2018), attaching importance to multi-
relation reasoning and the structures of knowledge bases.
However, the previous models are all proposed to answer
questions based on the static Knowledge base. In this work,
we propose an incremental KBQA framework to learn from
the evolving knowledge base.
Incremental Learning in Classification
Incremental learning has a long history in machine learn-
ing (Cauwenberghs and Poggio 2001). Recent studies were
generally conducted in the incremental-class setting, i.e.,
classes come in a sequence. Grounded on the knowledge dis-
tillation technique (Hinton, Vinyals, and Dean 2015), which
was firstly applied in incremental learning by (Rebuffi et al.
2017), these studies tried to overcome the catastrophic for-
getting problem via the distillation loss and exemplars. Sev-
eral methods were proposed for exemplar selection, such as
random (Rebuffi et al. 2017), herding (Castro et al. 2018),
generation (Shin et al. 2017) and end-to-end training (Liu
et al. 2020), etc. In our work, we consider inter-relationships
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Figure 2: Illustration of our proposed incremental KBQA learning flow.
only paying attention to the individual relations themselves.
Moreover, different from the previous incremental learn-
ing approaches, which were specially proposed for classi-
fication, we design an incremental learning framework for
matching-based KBQA.
Furthermore, there are some researches applying incre-
mental learning to NLP tasks. For example, Shan et al.
(2020) proposed a teacher-student model for text classifi-
cation. Wang et al. (2019) studied incremental learning for
task-oriented dialogue systems, where developers did not
have to define user needs in advance. As for question an-
swering, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
focus on the continual learning abilities of models in KBQA.
Incremental KBQA
Problem Formulation
We define the task of incremental KBQA as follows.
Fact triples and the relevant questions are assumed to
be incrementally available in sequence as the datasets
D0, D1, ...Di, ..., where Di = {Qi,Fi}, Qi is the set of
questions and Fi is the knowledge base represented by the
fact triples (s, r, o) at time i, where s, r and o represent the
subject, the relation and the object respectively. The rela-
tions involved in the facts given in Di are completely new
compared with the previously available ones. At time i, only
Di and a handful of samples from previous time steps (called
exemplars) can be used to train the KBQA model and the
learned model is evaluated on all the test data fromD1 toDi.
The challenge for a successful incremental KBQA model is
not only to learn the ability to effectively answer questions
using the accumulated knowledge but also to learn from the
dynamic streaming data efficiently.
Overview
The main workflow of the proposed incremental KBQA ap-
proach is illustrated in Figure 2. Assume there areN phases,
including one initial phase and N − 1 incremental phases.
The initial phase actually trains a KBQA model in a con-
ventional way that feeds the positive and negative pairs of
questions and fact triples in data D0 to the model to learn
the model parameter Θ0 (Section 3.3). In each subsequent
incremental phase i, inspired by the work of incremental
learning for classification (Rebuffi et al. 2017), we feed not
only the question and fact triple pairs in Di but also a num-
ber of exemplars, i.e., Exemplar0:i−1, selected from previ-
ous phases by applying the proposed collaborative exemplar
selection strategy (Section 3.4). The incremental model in
phase i is then trained on data Di and Exemplar0:i−1 col-
lectively using a novel margin-distilled loss function (Sec-
tion 3.5).
Incremental KBQA Learning
Given data Di = {Qi,Fi} and Exemplar0:i−1, the model
Θi is expected to learn answering questions with the new
knowledge and at the meanwhile avoiding to lose the abil-
ity to handle the questions relevant to the old knowledge.
In all incremental phases, entity linking is implemented to
generate positive and negative pairs for training, and a deep
neural network model is followed to encode the text inputs
into embedding vectors. The gradient approach is used to
update the weights of the network with the margin-distilled
loss function.
Entity Linking. Similar to the previous work (Dai, Li,
and Xu 2016; Wang et al. 2018), we train a BiGRU-CRF
model to detect the entity mentions in questions. Each ques-
tion is then converted into a (mention, pattern) tuple, where
the pattern is obtained by simply replacing the mention in
the question with < e >. For each question, candidate fact
triples are selected as follows. (1) We firstly apply the entity
linking as previous methods(He and Golub 2016; Hao et al.
2018). In this work, we employ the Active Entity Linker, to
obtain the top-20 entities for each question. Active Entity
Linker is proposed in (Yin et al. 2016) and the top-20 enti-
ties are publicly released 5. It has been shown to be able to
achieve better coverage of ground truth. The triples whose
subjects are within the top-20 entities are selected as can-
didate fact triples. (2) For each of the top-20 entities, we
randomly select some other relations (Hsiao, Huang, and
Chen 2017) to generate new triples as candidate fact triples.
And (3) some triples randomly selected from the knowledge
bases are also included in the set of candidate fact triples. We
build the candidate fact triples set from various aspects to
be consistent with previous KBQA approaches for effective
training and fair comparison. What is different from the pre-
vious approaches is that we enlarge the number of candidate
fact triples in order to more reliably evaluate the model’s
5https://github.com/Gorov/SimpleQuestions-EntityLinking.
ability to find the correct KB triple from a larger collection
of candidates.
Now, for each question, which has been converted into
(mention, pattern), we combine it with its truly linked fact
(subject, relation) as the positive pair, and the question (men-
tion, pattern) with the candidate fact triples excluding the
true one as negative pairs. Besides, we denote the positive
pair and negative pairs in Di as pair+D and pair
−
D, and those
pairs in Exemplar0:i−1 as pair+E and pair
−
E , respectively.
Text Encoding. We feed the texts of mention, pattern,
subject, and relation into a deep neural network model to
obtain their corresponding embedding vectors. This model
plays the same role as the embedding layer in most con-
ventional KBQA models. We choose the model presented
in (Yin et al. 2016). Specifically, the mentions and subjects
are encoded by a char-based CNN network. Considering
they are short, the generated representations are more robust
even in the presence of typos, spaces and other character vio-
lations via character-level rather than commonly-used word-
level encoding. As for patterns and relations, a word-level
CNN with attentive maxpooling is applied. These obtained
embeddings are used to train the model using the proposed
margin-distilled loss, which will be introduced later.
Collaborative Exemplar Selection
In the i-th phase, if the model can be retrained using all the
relations and their corresponding questions accumulated up
to this phase, i.e., D0, D1, ... Di, the model Θi can learn to
answer both the new and old types of questions well. How-
ever, when the amount of the data increases, the retraining
will consume more and more computing resources. Due to
memory limitation, retraining with the entire available data
is often impossible. In practice, only a handful of samples
are selected as Exemplari from each phase i to retrain the
the model Θj (j > i). Typically, the number of exemplars
is set to be much smaller than that of the original data. As
a result, how to select the most representative and effective
exemplars always plays a very important role in incremental
learning.
The previous incremental learning approaches focus on
the classification task generally select the samples that are
near to the average vector (called herding) for per class. Con-
sidering the particularity of KBQA where the relations have
their own text inputs, we propose a novel collaborative ex-
emplar selection strategy based on the semantic information
carried in texts. Different from the previous approaches that
only consider the interior of one class, our approach consid-
ers semantic relationships among relations to collaboratively
select the “best” learning samples from a global view. In-
spired by the importance of support vectors in Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) (Suykens and Vandewalle 1999), we as-
sume that the samples near the boundary between relations
contain more significant information for the model to detect
the relation. For a relation, we consider the other relations
semantically similar to it. As such, we are able to select the
most effective samples for all the related relations collabo-
ratively rather than only replying on the individual relations
alone.
Algorithm 1 Collaborative Exemplar Selection.
Require:
The input data in phase i, Di;
The model parameters, Θi;
The previous exemplars, Exemplar0:i−1
The number of considered relations, m;
The number of samples selected for each considered re-
lation, n;
Ensure:
The selected exemplars from Di, Exemplari;
1: Exemplari=[]
2: for relation r1 in Di:
3: Vr1=Model(Θi, r1)
4: s1=[]




9: for relation r3 in s1:
10: s2=[]






The exemplar selection procedure is specified in Algo-
rithm 1. For each relation r1 in Di, we firstly feed its text
to the encoder to obtain its embedding vector Vr1. Simi-
larly, we obtain the embedding vector for each relation r2
in Di and Exemplar0:i−1. Then, we calculate the cosine
similarities between the relation r1 and r2. We select the
most m similar relations. Next, for each relation r3 from
the m most similar relations, we select n questions corre-
sponding to the relation r1 as exemplars. Specifically, we
input all the patterns corresponding to the relation r1 to the
model and obtain embedding vectors. We then calculate the
cosine similarities between relation r3 and all the patterns.
Furthermore, we select the n most similar ones because we
think these samples allow the model to distinguish similar
relations. At the end n samples for m relations are selected.
Margin-Distilled Loss
Knowledge distillation is a technique initially proposed to
transfer information between different neural networks or
network structures. In this work, we apply it to a single
model to distill knowledge between different time steps. It
is expected that the knowledge in the model is retained as
much as possible over time to overcome the catastrophic
forgetting problem as mentioned before.
We design a margin-distilled loss, a joint loss function
combing a margin loss and a mean squared error (MSE) loss,
especially for the KBQA matching problem. We feed the
samples in the new data to the margin loss, which is same as
those used in most previous KBQA approaches learning to
rank the candidate fact triples. The margin loss term guaran-
tees the model to learn the new KB knowledge. Meanwhile,
we feed the samples in the exemplars to the MSE loss. This
term is a distillation term that guides the model to retain the
old KB knowledge across time steps. In short, the margin
loss is applied to the samples from Di while the MSE loss is
used on the samples from Exemplar0:i−1.
Specifically, for each pair, let’s denote the embedding vec-
tors of the mention, the pattern, the subject and the relation
obtained via text encoding as Vmention, Vpattern, Vsubject,
and Vrelation, respectively. The matching similarity score is
calculated as follows,
s+D = cos(Vmention, Vsubject) + cos(Vpattern, Vrelation),
(1)
where cos() is a cosine similarity function and the mention,
the pattern, the subject and the relation are in pair+D. The
similarity scores for pair−D, pair
+
E , and pair
−
E computed
by Eq.(1) are denoted as s−D, s
+
E , and s
−
E , respectively. For-
mally, the margin-distilled loss function is defined as fol-
lows:
L = LM + LS , (2)
where LM is the margin loss and LS is the MSE loss.
The margin loss LM is computed by





where λ is a hyper parameter, s+D and s
−
D are the similar-
ity scores of the positive pair and negative pair in Di, re-
spectively. Based on the margin loss, the model learns to
increase similarity scores of positive pairs and decrease sim-











where s+E and s
−
E are the similarity scores of the positive pair
and negative pair inExemplar0:i−1, respectively. l+E and l
−
E
are the labels calculated when samples are selected as ex-
emplars in the preceding phases. For example, assume some
samples have been selected as exemplars and the model Θj
has been trained in phase j (j < i). Then, for an exem-
plar, we obtain the positive and negative pairs via the en-
tity linking step as mentioned before. Next, we load Θj and
feed the positive and negative pairs into the model to obtain
the embedding vectors. The two similarity scores of posi-
tive and negative pairs, i.e., l+E and l
−
E calculated by Eq.(1)
are deemed as target labels in the following phases. We can
see that the MSE loss allows the model to keep the previous
scores from the old samples as much as possible. As a re-
sult, the model can still keep a fair performance on the old
samples when it learns the new knowledge. In general, this
is how we alleviate the catastrophic forgetting problem.
Experiments and Evaluations
Dataet
As claimed before, there is no appropriate QA dataset that
contains the evolving knowledge and QA pairs for this new
task. Following the previous work (Rebuffi et al. 2017; Liu
et al. 2020) in incremental learning, we re-organize the
Table 1: Statistics of the dataset.
Dataset D0 D1 D2 D3 D4
# q in train 18,001 22,055 10,768 11,672 15,961
# q in validation 2,250 2,757 1,346 1,459 1,995
# q in test 2,251 2,757 1,346 1,460 1,996
# relations in Fi 1696 3,392 5,088 6,784 8,480
# relations of q 330 305 339 329 336
SimpleQuestion (SQ) Dataset (Bordes et al. 2015) to eval-
uate and compare the performance of KBQA models on
the incremental setting. The SQ dataset consists of 108,442
single-relation questions and their corresponding fact triples
(s, r, o).
We build the Incremental SimpleQuestion (Incremental-
SQ) dataset from the SQ dataset as follows. (1) We firstly
randomly shuffle and split the relation types into 5 sets
Ri, where i = 0 to 4. (2) Then we create 5 fact sets
Fi = {(s, r, o)}, where r ∈
∑i
j=1Rj . (3) Afterwards, we
construct 5 question sets Qi, where these questions in Qi
match with the relations inRi. (4) Finally, we obtain 5 sub-
datasets Di = (Qi,Fi), where i = 0 to 4. It is guaranteed
that for every question in Qi, its corresponding fact triple
is in Fi, and Fi−1 is the subset of Fi, which reflects the
evolving knowledge base where the new relations types and
entities are added successively. The statistics of the datasets
is summarized in Table 1 . The reported experimental re-
sults in this paper are based on these datasets. Specifically,
we use 80% of questions in each Qi to form the training set
and the rest 10% as the validation and test sets, respectively.
It is worth mentioning that the number of the relations rele-
vant to the questions inQi is different from that in Fi, since
not all relations in a knowledge base have the corresponding
questions.
Experimental Setups
Implementation Details. In our approach, the dimensions
of character embedding and word embedding are both set to
128. The CNN is equipped with 128*2 filters in two distinct
sizes [2, 3]. The margin λ in Eq. 3 is 0.5. The number of
relations m used for selecting exemplars for each relation is
5 and n is 2. We optimize the parameters using Adam with
the initial learning rate 0.001, and the batch size is 256.6.
Evaluation Metric. The evaluation metric is the accu-
racy. For each phase i, we calculate the accuracy Accuracyi
as the number of the correctly answered questions divided
by the total number of the questions, where the questions
are those in Test0 to Testi, i.e., the test sets in D0 to Di. If
a single number is preferable, we report the average of these
Accuracyi as Accuracya to reveal an average performance






6See Appendix A. for the details of the corresponding valida-
tion performance for each reported test result, the number of hyper-
parameter search trials and the expected validation performance.
Table 2: Performance comparison between our proposed model and the previous KBQA methods. We calculate Accuracyi in
each phase i and Averagea for all phases.
Approach Accuracy0 Accuracy1 Accuracy2 Accuracy3 Accuracy4 Averagea
Yin et al. 0.8956 0.8225 0.7711 0.7144 0.6635 0.7734
Golub et al. 0.8573 0.71 0.5211 0.4792 0.4559 0.6047
Hao et al. 0.8764 0.8303 0.7982 0.7755 0.7743 0.8109
Ours 0.8956 0.8648 0.8396 0.8317 0.8312 0.8525
Ours w/o distillation loss 0.8956 0.8097 0.7950 0.7871 0.7639 0.8103
Ours with random exemplars 0.8956 0.8389 0.8107 0.8094 0.8077 0.8324
Ours with herding exemplars 0.8956 0.8453 0.8198 0.8179 0.8153 0.8388
Upper bound 0.8956 0.8670 0.8478 0.8494 0.8486 0.8617
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Figure 3: (a) Performance comparison between our proposed model and the previous KBQA methods. (b) Performance compar-
ison between our proposed method and other exemplar selection methods; (c) Parameter analysis of the number of exemplars;
and (d)-(e) the time and memory consuming between our method and the upper bound, respectively.
Overall Performance
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed frame-
work, we compare it with the following methods. Yin et al.
(2016) utilized an attentive CNN network to encode ques-
tions and fact triples at both word and character levels.
He and Golub (2016) leveraged a character-level attention-
based encoder-decoder LSTM model. Hao et al. (2018)
added the pattern-revising procedure after entity linking to
mitigate the error propagation problem. The performance
of the above approaches is state-of-the-art on the Simple-
Question dataset. As claimed by Mohammed, Shi, and Lin
(2018), more sophisticated models are unnecessary. Since
these models are developed for conventional KBQA, we
fine-tune them with the new KB knowledge at each time
step to suit for the incremental KBQA setup. Specifically, for
phase i, we load the model parameters in the phase i−1 and
continue training on the current Di. We also report the up-
per bound performance, which retrains a new robust KBQA
model over the entire data in each phase. The results of all
models are summarized in Table 2 and the curves of the
Accuracyi for inspection are plotted in Figure 3(a), from
which we obtain several observations as follows.
(1) As the time step increases, the performances of all
models decrease and are certainly below the upper bound.
This clearly demonstrates the existence of the catastrophic
forgetting problem mentioned before, i.e., the problem that
the model forgets the old knowledge when it learns the new
knowledge. The performance of the upper bound also de-
clines in the first two incremental phases. That is because
the results of entity linking in these two phases are worse.
(2) In Table 2, it is obvious that our model obtains the best
average accuracy Accuracya (excluding the upper bound),
which verifies that the proposed framework is able to ef-
fectively alleviate the catastrophic forgetting problem and
retains the evolving knowledge better than other models.
In the initial phase, our model obtains the same accuracy
as Yin et al. (2016), because we apply the same encod-
ing method as it. It is noticed that the model of He and
Golub (2016) decreases the most, as this model completely
replies on the character information. The size of the char-
acter vocabulary is quite small and thus the embeddings are
unstable when training the model. (3) Compared with other
methods, the performance of our method is very close to the
upper bound. As claimed before, retraining is expensive be-
cause it needs to rerun the model over the huge data. We
compare our method with the upper bound in terms of the
time and memory consumption. The results are shown in
Figure 3(d) and Figure 3(e), respectively. We can see that
as phases increases, the time and memory consumed by the
upper bound increase linearly, which is because that the data
is accumulated and expands linearly. As for our method, the
time and memory are consistent with the number of data in
each phase. There is an abrupt increase in phase 1, because
the data in phase 1 is comparatively big as shown in Table 1.
Component-wise Evaluation
Next, we remove the distillation loss, i.e., Ls in Eq. 2, to
further investigate the effectiveness of our proposed margin-
distilled loss. Specifically, we feed exemplars to the text en-
coder and then calculate the cosine similarities. Rather than
putting the similarity scores into the distilled loss term as
before, we put them into the margin loss Lm. This result is
included in Figure 3(b) and Table 2 being “Ours w/o distil-
lation loss”. By doing such a comparison, we gain the fol-
lowing insights.
(1) Without the distillation loss, our model still performs
better than Yin et al. although both use the same text en-
coder. It demonstrates that the exemplars themselves are
useful to retain the old knowledge. It is expected that if the
number of exemplars gets larger, the performance will be
much better. (2) we can see that ”Ours w/o distillation loss”
is worse than “Ours”, meaning that the distillation loss takes
full advantages of exemplars to retain the old knowledge.
Our framework works well because we rely on not only a
handful of previous samples but also the margin-distilled
loss, which actually plays an important role.
Verification of Collaborative Exemplar Selection
We further conduct the experiments to compare our pro-
posed collaborative exemplar selection methods with some
other exemplar selection alternatives. The simplest choice
is to randomly select samples for per relation. The herding-
based exemplar selection applied in Rebuffi et al. (2017) and
Castro et al. (2018) selects the samples near the average em-
bedding vector of a relation. We replace the exemplar selec-
tion method in our model with the above two, and the results
are illustrated in Figure 3(c). It is found that herding-based
selection surpasses random selection. This may be due to the
fact that the samples around the centers are more represen-
tative. It can be also seen that our collaborative exemplar se-
lection method exceeds the other two methods. Our method
selects the samples that near the boundary among relations.
It thus provides more effective information for the model to
distinguish similar relations. To verify the robustness of our
propose method, we test the statistical significance of the
Averagea difference between Ours and Ours with herding
Table 3: Performance of Yin et al. method on each available
test set in every phase. In each phase i, the accuracy for each
previous test set, i.e., Test0 to Testi, is calculated.
Test set Phase 0 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
Test0 0.8956 0.7939 0.7988 0.7226 0.5852
Test1 - 0.8458 0.7566 0.6556 0.6024
Test2 - - 0.7547 0.684 0.6025
Test3 - - - 0.8406 0.7276
Test4 - - - - 0.8318
Table 4: Performance of our method method on each test
set in every phase. In each phase i, the accuracy for each
previous test set, i.e., Test0 to Testi, is calculated.
Test set Phase 0 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
Test0 0.8956 0.8876 0.8822 0.8756 0.8764
Test1 - 0.8462 0.8382 0.8287 0.8280
Test2 - - 0.7711 0.7502 0.7450
Test3 - - - 0.8448 0.8359
Test4 - - - - 0.8394
exemplars (the best among the compared methods). The p-
value is smaller than 0.01.
To understand the influence of the number of exemplars,
we conduct experiments by changing the number of samples
n selected for each considered relation in Algorithm 1. The
experimental results are illustrated in Figure 3(c), where we
can see that the performance improves and approaches to the
upper bound when n increases.
Catastrophic Forgetting Handling
As analyzed before, one of the challenges in the incremental
KBQA task is the catastrophic forgetting problem, i.e., the
model may forget the old knowledge when learning the new
KB knowledge. To reveal this problem, in each phase i, we
report the accuracy on each available test set, i.e., Test0 to
Testi, respectively. So, we can see the variation tendency on
each test set as time steps increases.
We compare the method (Yin et al. 2016) with ours for
fair comparison, because we both use the same text encoder.
Table 3 summarizes the detailed results of Yin et al. on each
available test set in every phase. It can be seen that the per-
formance on each test set declines as time step increases. For
example, the accuracy on Test0 declines over phase 0, 1, 2
3, 4. Initially, the accuracy is 0.8956 and in the last phase
it already decreases to 0.5852. This is because the knowl-
edge learned in the first phase is being forgetting as time
step increases. It again verifies the existence of the catas-
trophic forgetting problem. However, compared with Yin et
al., our method performs much better, see Table 4. For exam-
ple, the accuracy on Test0 declines over phase 0, 1, 2 3, 4.
Initially, the accuracy is 0.8956 and it only drops about 0.02
at the end. Although the catastrophic forgetting problem still
somewhat exists, our model can alleviate it well.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose and study the incremental KBQA
task by focusing on learning from the evolving knowledge
base. Considering the complexity of incremental KBQA,
we design a new framework with emphasis on a novel
margin-distilled loss and a semantic-based collaborative ex-
emplar selection method. We re-organize the SimpleQues-
tion dataset to form an Incremental SimpleQuestion dataset
to reveal the problem and evaluate the models.
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